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A comprehensive menu of Sweet Ice Cream Lounge from New Forest covering all 16 courses and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Sweet Ice Cream Lounge:
amazing icelounge. sells a nice selection to ice and sorbets. the waffeln are beautiful and come in a gluten-free

option as well. there are also hearty options that make it perfect for lunchtime. the staff is very helpful and
friendly. the place itself is always clean and welcoming with plenty of space to sit down and enjoy the beautiful
eating. they will not be disappointed. read more. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and

thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit
outside and eat and drink. WiFi is available at no extra cost. What Marcus D doesn't like about Sweet Ice Cream

Lounge:
Great friendly staff, nice setup and good ice cream, but the there was a strong smell of stale cooking oil in the
place I found somewhat overwhelming. Kind of spoilt it as the place was otherwise clean, staff friendly and the
shop layout is great. No idea how you can have a greasy spoon smell in an ice cream parlour! read more. A

journey through Great Britain without getting on a plane is effortlessly possible when it comes to culinary
delights: Sweet Ice Cream Lounge in New Forest traditionally shines for instance with Fish and Chips, mashed
potatoes or roast with Yorkshire Pudding and for dessert a delicious Trifle, The sugar-sweet desserts of the

restaurant also shine not only on children's plates and in children's eyes. After the meal (or during it), you have
the opportunity to still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, delectable vegetarian recipes are

also on the menu available.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
MONSTER

10 m�� popular
MILK SHAKES

Desser�
SORBET

Coffe�
COFFEE

Plate� Brunc�
WAFFLE

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

BROWNIE

Sweet� & Dessert�
SUNDAE

CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

FRUIT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

DESSERTS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

DESSERT
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